The criticality hypothesis: how local cortical networks might optimize information processing
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Early theoretical and simulation work independently undertaken by Packard, Langton and Kauffman suggested that adaptability and computational power would be optimized in systems at the ‘edge of chaos’, at a critical point in a phase transition between total randomness and boring order. This provocative hypothesis has received much attention, but biological experiments supporting it have been relatively few. Here, we review recent experiments on networks of cortical neurons, showing that they appear to be operating near the critical point. Simulation studies capture the main features of these data and suggest that criticality may allow cortical networks to optimize information processing. These simulations lead to predictions that could be tested in the near future, possibly providing further experimental evidence for the criticality hypothesis.
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1. Introduction

One of the great scientific challenges of our time is to understand how the brain processes information. Current work suggests that individual neurons are relatively modest in their computational power, but that networks of neurons can collectively perform extremely complex operations. Any system that sheds light on emergent properties may therefore potentially advance our understanding of neural function.

Fortunately, emergent properties have received much attention in a wide variety of systems. Simulations of evolving agents led Packard (1988) to suggest that adaptability was optimized when agents approached the ‘edge of chaos’ (but see Mitchell et al. 1993). Langton (1990) studied cellular automata that could be tuned into ordered, critical or chaotic regimes, and concluded that computations were performed best by systems near the critical point between order and chaos. Kauffman and colleagues (e.g. Kauffman & Johnsen 1991; Kauffman 1993) modelled cellular protein interactions with random Boolean networks and showed that under selection pressure these networks would self-organize into a nearly critical state where perturbations propagated in the form of avalanches. Neural models have also picked up on this idea, and several authors have suggested that neural networks should operate close to the chaotic regime (Chialvo & Bak 1999;
Bak & Chialvo 2001; Bertschinger & Natschlager 2004; Lin & Chen 2006; Legenstein & Maass 2007). Collectively, these simulations predict that living systems will self-organize to operate near a critical point. Hereafter, we will refer to this prediction as the ‘criticality hypothesis’.

Despite the abundance of simulations, experimental evidence supporting the criticality hypothesis had been relatively sparse. Recent experiments, however, have begun to provide support for this idea in the area of neural networks (Beggs & Plenz 2003, 2004; Petermann et al. 2006; Stewart & Plenz 2006).

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. First, we will review experiments with living neural networks that support the criticality hypothesis. Second, we will discuss models of these networks which capture relevant features of the data. Third, we will explore implications of these models on information processing in living neural networks. Fourth, we will conclude with a discussion of how future experiments could test these models.

2. Experiments

Here we will describe recordings from small cultures and slices of rat neocortex mounted on top of multielectrode arrays. To prepare a brain slice, a rat is first fully anaesthetized and then the intact brain is quickly dissected from the skull. After being placed in a cold, oxygenated solution that contains all the salts and sugars found in cerebrospinal fluid, the brain is sliced into thin sections, each approximately 300 μm thick. These sections allow oxygen and nutrients to diffuse into the tissue and waste products to diffuse away. In such a way, these slices may be kept alive for up to 12 hours even after the circulatory system is removed. For still longer recording sessions, slices may be bathed in culture medium, which contains hormones and blood serum, and thus kept alive for weeks at a time. Cultured slices afford the opportunity to make extremely long-term recordings of neural activity, thus enhancing statistical power during analysis. Such slices are called in vitro preparations, meaning ‘in a dish’. Both acute slices and slice cultures are vastly simplified versions of the larger intact brain and may be easier to understand. As with any reduced system, however, in vitro preparations have the potential drawback of not including some relevant features of the intact system.

To record activity in slices, they are placed on multielectrode arrays, as shown in figure 1. These arrays are now manufactured commercially by both Multichannel Systems in Germany and Panasonic in Japan, and were pioneered over 25 years ago by Guenter Gross (Gross et al. 1982) and Jerome Pine (Pine 1980). Today, several groups are developing their own custom arrays, often with larger numbers of electrodes and smaller interelectrode spacing (e.g. Litke 1998).

Activity in acute slices and neuronal cultures is typically characterized by brief bursts of activity lasting tens of milliseconds (Corner et al. 2002; Wagenaar et al. 2006), separated by periods of quiescence lasting several seconds (figures 1 and 2). This activity is similar in many respects to that seen in slabs of cortex from in vivo animals that have been isolated from surrounding tissue (Timofeev et al. 2000). Activity may take the form of local field potentials (LFPs), which are caused by the synchronous activation of many neurons located near the electrode tip (Bove et al. 1996, 1998). Alternatively, the voltage deflections caused by the activation of individual neurons, called spikes, may also be detected.
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Figure 2 illustrates that multielectrode data can be broken down into frames where there is no activity and frames where there is at least one active electrode. We assume that the data are binned at a temporal resolution that is appropriately matched to the spatial resolution of the electrode array. Here, the data are binned at 4 ms, and this is roughly the time it takes for activity to propagate over a distance of 200 μm, the interelectrode distance of the array (Maeda et al. 1995; Jimbo & Robinson 2000). We consider several consecutively active frames that are preceded by and terminated by inactive frames. Let us call these consecutively active frames, bracketed by inactivity, a sequence. The example sequence shown in figure 2 is five frames long, and the total number of electrodes activated during the sequence is nine. We may thus say that this sequence has a length of 5 and a size of 9.

The distribution of sequence lengths shown in figure 3a has a fat tail, suggesting that many sequences are longer than would be expected by chance. While this distribution is not clearly fitted by a power law, it cannot be accurately modelled by an ensemble of independent units (grey curve in figure 3a). This suggests that somehow the units in the actual network are interacting to produce sequences with long lifetimes.

A look at the distribution of sequence sizes further indicates that the independent model will not work (figure 3b). Here, sequence sizes are distributed in a manner that is nearly fitted by a power law (Beggs & Plenz 2003). Owing to
the limited size of the array (60 electrodes), the power law begins to bend downward in a cut-off before 60. But for larger arrays (512 electrodes), the power law is seen to extend much further (figure 4). The equation of a power law is

\[ P(S) = kS^{-\alpha}, \]

where \( P(S) \) is the probability of observing a sequence of size \( S \); \( \alpha \) is the exponent that gives the slope of the power law in a log–log graph; and \( k \) is a proportionality constant. For experiments with slice cultures, the size distribution of sequences of LFPs has an exponent \( \alpha \approx 1.5 \), but this may depend significantly on the spacing between electrodes in the array. In the example shown in figure 3, the array has an interelectrode distance of 200 μm. When the size distribution of sequences of spikes from slice cultures is plotted, it has a slightly larger exponent \( \alpha \approx 2.1 \) (figure 4), but these data are collected from an array with a smaller interelectrode spacing (60 μm). The factors that determine the observed value of the exponent \( \alpha \) are still being actively researched. Because avalanches in critical sand-pile models also follow a power law (Bak et al. 1987; Paczuski et al. 1996), the term ‘neuronal avalanche’ was chosen to describe these cascades of local field potential activity (Beggs & Plenz 2003, 2004).
The power-law distribution of avalanche sizes also suggests that these networks of neurons may be operating near a critical point. This is because many tunable systems display power-law distributions at the critical point: magnets at the Curie point (Yeomans 1992), water molecules at a second-order phase transition (Stanley 1987) or a lattice at the percolation threshold (Stauffer 1994). Strictly speaking, only infinitely large systems can operate at the critical point, but here we will use the term ‘critical’ to describe behaviour in finite systems that would approach criticality if they were extended to unlimited sizes.

It is important to note that, while power laws have been reported for many years in neuroscience in the temporal correlations of single time-series data (e.g. the power spectrum from the electroencephalogram (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al. 2001; Worrell et al. 2002), Fano or Allan factors in spike count statistics (Teich et al. 1997), neurotransmitter secretion times (Lowen et al. 1997), ion channel fluctuations (Toib et al. 1998), interburst intervals in neuronal cultures (Segev et al. 2002)), they had not been observed from the interactions seen in multielectrode data. Thus, power-law distributions from multielectrode data suggest that distributed neuronal networks operate near criticality. This conclusion could not come from single time-series data alone.

Power-law distributions of sequence sizes have also been observed from the distribution of spikes in the isolated leech ganglion (Mazzioni et al. 2007) and in spikes from dissociated cortical cultures (Alessio et al. 2006), suggesting that the phenomenon of criticality may be quite general. Preliminary reports
indicate that power-law distributions are also present in LFPs from superficial cortical layers of awake primates (Petermann et al. 2006).

While avalanches in critical sand-pile models are stochastic in the patterns they form, this is not the case with the neuronal avalanches reported so far. Avalanches of local field potentials can occur in spatio-temporal patterns that repeat more often than expected by chance (Beggs & Plenz 2004). Figure 5 shows several such patterns from an acute cortical slice. These patterns are reproducible over periods of as long as 10 hours, and have a temporal precision of 4 ms, suggesting that they could serve as a substrate for storing information in neural networks.

3. Models

Computational work suggested criticality in neuronal networks several years before the phenomenon was observed experimentally. Bak et al. (1987) proposed a cellular automaton simulation of a sand pile. A two-dimensional lattice has cells that can hold up to three grains of sand before toppling. When a fourth grain is added, the site is driven over threshold and topples, distributing one
grain to each of its four neighbouring cells. If any of these neighbouring cells is over threshold, it too will re-distribute sand to its neighbours. If single grains of sand are slowly added to this system, over time the distribution of cascade sizes will approach a power law, indicating that the system is at a critical point. The critical point is characterized by avalanches with infinite spatial and temporal correlations. The essential ingredients of the model responsible for this critical behaviour seem to be the following (Jensen 1998):

(i) many nonlinear threshold units connected to each other and
(ii) a separation of driving and relaxation time scales, such that the addition of sand (driving) occurs very slowly relative to the duration of avalanches (relaxation).

In both these respects, the sand-pile model is similar to in vitro neural networks. Neurons within a network are coupled, nonlinear threshold units; the time between spontaneous bursts of activity (tens of seconds) is much longer than the time it takes for activity to propagate within the network (tens of milliseconds).

Models that explicitly predicted avalanches of neural activity include the work of Herz & Hopfield (1995), which connects the reverberations in a neural network to the power-law distribution of earthquake sizes. Also notable is the work of Eurich et al. (2002), which predicted that the avalanche size distribution from a network of globally coupled nonlinear threshold elements should have an exponent of $\alpha \approx 1.5$ at the critical point. Remarkably, this exponent turned out to match that reported experimentally (Beggs & Plenz 2003). A recent paper also arrives at the same exponent by invoking neural field theory (Buice & Cowan 2007).

Here, we will describe in more detail a critical branching process model (Harris 1989; Beggs & Plenz 2003; Haldeman & Beggs 2005; reviewed by Vogels et al. 2005), because it captures the power-law distribution of avalanche sizes and the reproducible activity sequences seen in the data. In a neural branching model, a neuron that is active at one time step will produce, on average, activity in $s$ neurons in the next time step. The number $s$ is called the branching parameter and can be thought of as the expected value of this ratio,

$$
\sigma = \frac{\# \text{ descendants}}{\# \text{ ancestors}},
$$

where $\# \text{ ancestors}$ is the number of neurons active at time step $t$ and $\# \text{ descendants}$ is the number of neurons active at time step $t+1$. There are three general regimes for $\sigma$, which are as follows.

(i) **Subcritical.** If $\sigma < 1$, then activity is damped and will quickly die out.

(ii) **Critical.** If $\sigma \approx 1$, then activity is nearly sustained, but because $\sigma$ is an average measure, the number of descendants sometimes will be zero and propagation will terminate. The distribution of sequence lengths will approach a power law.

(iii) **Supercritical.** When $\sigma > 1$, then activity is amplified over time.
At the level of a single neuron in the network, the branching parameter $\sigma$ is set by the following relationship:

$$\sigma_i = \sum_{j=1}^{M} p_{ij},$$

where $\sigma_i$ is the expected number of descendant neurons activated by neuron $i$; $M$ is the number of neurons that neuron $i$ connects to; and $p_{ij}$ is the probability that activity in neuron $i$ will transmit to neuron $j$. By setting the sum of transmission probabilities $p$ at every neuron, the value of the branching parameter $\sigma$ may be tuned for the entire network (Beggs & Plenz 2003; Haldeman & Beggs 2005). Because some transmission probabilities are greater than others, preferred paths of transmission may occur, leading to reproducible avalanche patterns.

Using this model, Haldeman & Beggs (2005) found that both the power-law distribution of avalanche sizes and the repeating avalanches can be qualitatively captured when $\sigma$ is tuned to the critical point ($\sigma = 1$), as shown in figure 6. When the model is tuned either above ($\sigma > 1$) or below ($\sigma < 1$) the critical point, it fails to produce a power-law distribution of avalanche sizes.

An alternative model relies on the fact that power laws can be constructed from a summation of many exponential processes with different time constants (Fusi et al. 2005) as shown in figure 7. This model is appealing because it can account for the power law as well as the high levels of memory storage and long retention times observed in experiments. As with the branching model, it is too early to tell whether this model accurately accounts for other aspects of the data as well.
Because so many physiological systems demonstrate homeostatic regulation (heart rate, respiration rate, body temperature, etc.), it is natural to suppose that neural networks would also approach the critical point through some self-organizing processes. Candidate mechanisms for leading the network into this state include competitive activity-dependent attachment and pruning (e.g. Bornholdt & Rohlf 2000; de Arcangelis et al. 2006), short-term synaptic plasticity (Levina et al. 2005) or some combination of homeostatic regulation of excitability and Hebbian learning (Hsu & Beggs 2006).

4. Information processing

What are the implications of criticality for information processing in neuronal networks? To clearly describe this, it is first necessary to explain in more detail the implications of power laws. There are two features of power laws that are relevant to neuronal avalanches, and are as follows.

(i) An important property of many power laws is that their mean values diverge. Let us consider a distribution of avalanche sizes: \( P(S) = S^{-\alpha} \). The expected value of this distribution is given by

\[
\langle S \rangle = \int_{S=1}^{S=\infty} S \cdot P(S) \, dS,
\]

Figure 7. A sum of exponentials can also produce a power law. Thin curves are normalized exponential distributions, each with a different exponent. The thick curve is the sum of these exponential curves, producing a close approximation to a power law. This type of model might also account for observed neuronal avalanches.
which reduces to

\[ \langle S \rangle = \int_{S=1}^{S=\infty} S \cdot S^{-\alpha} \, dS = \int_{S=1}^{S=\infty} S^{1-\alpha} \, dS. \]

For power laws with exponents \( \alpha \leq 2 \), this integral will diverge. Because the observed exponent for avalanches of local field potentials is \( \alpha \approx 1.5 \), this means that the average avalanche size will be infinite. Although it will be much more common for small avalanches to occur, the fact that some extremely large avalanches appear with a moderate probability makes the expected value blow up. Infinitely large avalanches can be related to information transmission, and will be described in detail below.

(ii) A power law is also a description of a *scaling relationship*. In the case of avalanches, it says that a given ratio of avalanche sizes will have a corresponding ratio of avalanche probabilities. This ratio of probabilities will remain constant for all avalanche sizes. This can also be explained by equations. If the ratio of avalanche sizes is \( S' / S = a \), then we have \( P(S) = kS^{-\alpha} \) for an avalanche of size \( S \), and \( P(S') = k(aS)^{-\alpha} \) for an avalanche of size \( S' \), since \( S' = aS \). Therefore, the ratio of avalanche probabilities will be \( P(S') / P(S) = k a^{-\alpha} S^{-\alpha} / kS^{-\alpha} = a^{-\alpha} \). The ratio of avalanche probabilities \( a^{-\alpha} \) does not depend on avalanche size \( S \). Owing to this, the power-law relationship has been called ‘scale free’, ‘scale invariant’ and ‘fractal’. Regardless of the magnification, the patterns appear to be similar. Because avalanches occur at all sizes, scale invariance is related to diversity (Corral et al. 1997) and also to complexity (Langton 1990; Bak 1996). Note that only power-law distributions are scale invariant. For non-power-law distributions, most avalanche sizes would occur near one mean value. The diversity of power laws can be related to the information storage capacity and the computational power of a network, as elaborated below.

These properties of the avalanche size distribution have implications for information processing in neural networks in the following four areas.

(i) *Information transmission*. Infinitely large avalanches might seem like a problem for a neural network, but they open up the possibility of communication between all neurons in the network. Indeed, when a feedforward neural network based on a branching process is tuned to the critical point, it has optimal information transmission (figure 8; Beggs & Plenz 2003; Bertschinger & Natschlager 2004; Kinouchi & Copelli 2006). Thus, the fact that the avalanche size distribution diverges suggests that neuronal avalanches are efficient for transmitting information.

(ii) *Information storage*. When a recurrent branching network is tuned to the critical point, the number of significantly repeating avalanche patterns is maximized, as shown in figure 9 (Haldeman & Beggs 2005). The diversity of avalanches at the critical point leads to a wider range of stable patterns in the network, and this may lead to optimal information storage.

(iii) *Computational power*. By changing the variance in synaptic weights in a spiking network model, Bertschinger and colleagues (Maass et al. 2002; Bertschinger & Natschlager 2004) produced networks with damped,
sustained and expanding activity. When synaptic strengths have low variance, activity coming from a given neuron will produce relatively similar downstream effects. This will lead to stable, repeatable activity patterns. In contrast, when synaptic strengths have high variance, activity from one neuron tends to activate downstream targets differently each time. This generates highly variable activity patterns. It was found
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Figure 8. Information transmission is optimized at the critical point in a branching model. (a) Information transmission through a feed-forward network peaks when the branching parameter $\sigma$ is between 1 and 2. This suggests that there is a relatively narrow range in which information may flow efficiently. (b) As network models are made larger, the value of $\sigma$ at which information transmission peaks asymptotically approaches 1. This suggests that, for a very large network, information transmission would be optimized at the critical point. Note that at the critical point, when $\sigma=1$, the model produces a power-law distribution of avalanche sizes and repeating avalanches, as shown in the data in figure 3b. Reproduced with permission from Beggs & Plenz (2003).
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Figure 9. Number of statistically significant repeating avalanche patterns is maximized at the critical point. (a) Number of significant repeating avalanche patterns plotted against $\sigma$ for three network sizes. Larger networks peak closer to $\sigma=1$. (b) Curve asymptotically approaches $\sigma=1.03 \pm 0.01$, and large networks peak exactly at $\sigma=1$, regardless of the number of connections per unit (4, 16, 32), suggesting universality. Reproduced with permission from Haldeman & Beggs (2005, fig. 3; http://prl.aps.org/). Copyright © American Physical Society.
that computation depends on a delicate balance between order and variability. If a network is boringly ordered, it cannot perform many mappings between inputs and outputs. This limits the range of computations that a network could perform. On the other hand, if a network is too random, it has a wider range of mappings, but the mappings will be unreliable, thus undermining computation. Networks operating between these two extremes, near the critical point, performed more effectively on a variety of computational tasks than networks that were tuned to have either subcritical or supercritical dynamics (see also Latham & Nirenberg 2004).

(iv) Stability. When a recurrent, branching network model is tuned to the critical point, it produces largely parallel trajectories in state space, meaning that the network is at the edge of stability (Bertschinger & Natschlager 2004; Haldeman & Beggs 2005). Trajectories are still stable and controllable with minor corrective inputs.

Optimization of all of these information processing tasks may occur simultaneously when a network operates near the critical point.

5. Testable predictions

Emerging work suggests that pharmacological agents can be used to tune living neural networks through subcritical, critical and supercritical regimes. For example, reducing the effect of inhibitory transmission through the application of bicuculline seems to cause larger avalanches, while reducing excitatory transmission with agents like CNQX or APV seems to reduce avalanche size. These results are still preliminary and are sometimes inconsistent, but a general trend seems to be emerging that supports the above statements.

Which predictions should then be tested? First, information transmission between randomly chosen ensembles of recording sites in a slice network should be optimal when the tissue is operating near the critical point. Second, the number of statistically significant repeating avalanche patterns should also be maximal when the network is operating at the critical point. Third, the computational power, measured in a manner similar to that proposed by Bertschinger & Natschlager (2004), should also peak near the critical point. Fourth, trajectories in state space should be neutral in critical networks, attracting in subcritical networks and chaotic in supercritical networks, as predicted by Haldeman & Beggs (2005).

However, a couple of notes of caution should be mentioned about these future experiments. True criticality can only occur in systems of infinite size, while most of these experiments will be performed with only tens, or at most hundreds, of recording sites. Care should be taken to correct for system size when interpreting the results. For example, the number of repeating avalanche patterns in small networks should actually peak at supercritical values of $\sigma$, and will only peak at the critical point in the asymptotic limit as system size approaches infinity. This is clearly shown in figure 9b, where a 10×10 network with 100 units is expected to have maximum storage capacity when $\sigma \approx 1.5$, not when $\sigma = 1$. Another point of caution concerns studies of information transmission. All of the data presented
above were collected from networks that were spontaneously active, and all of the conclusions above apply to this condition. It is also possible to stimulate neural networks with electrical pulses and observe their responses. In this case, care must be taken to use stimulation intensities that are approximately equal to the stimulation caused by neurons in the network. If an overwhelmingly strong stimulus is used, one might erroneously conclude that signals can propagate without much loss even in subcritical networks. Conversely, if an extremely weak stimulus is used, one might conclude that only supercritical networks favour information transmission. For these reasons, it is probably best to perform tests of the criticality hypothesis first using spontaneous activity of neural networks. If these tests produce promising results, then they could help to move the criticality hypothesis closer towards biological reality.

All experiments on animals were performed to minimize pain and suffering, and were done in compliance with the regulations of the Indiana University Animal Care and Use Committee.
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